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       Nobody is wired wrong, because there's no wrong and right in the way
we are. 
~Hannah Hart

If you just want to make stuff and put it out there so people can see
that, great. Do that. Nothing is ever going to stop you. 
~Hannah Hart

I hope that as my career continues I get to create and work on more
LGBT projects and bring LGBT storytelling into more mainstream
media! 
~Hannah Hart

Surround yourself with people that you know will take care of you. It's
not so much a mistake advice - it's just advice advice. 
~Hannah Hart

I'm simultaneously terrified of the thoughtï»¿ of existing forever and not
existing at all. Wherein is my peace? 
~Hannah Hart

Try to focus on the things that you do have instead of obsessing over
things you don't 
~Hannah Hart

Don't force yourself to go party if you're not in the mood. 
~Hannah Hart

I think all women in all industries have more obstacles than men. 
~Hannah Hart

We have so much access to video and audio recording equipment that
it's kind of the new pen and paper. 
~Hannah Hart
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I think that you should just create if you have the urge to create. There's
a lot of other careers you can pursue to seek attention. If people want
validation, there are other ways to get that. 
~Hannah Hart

A pitcher is worth a thousand worts. 
~Hannah Hart

I'm excited about Thanksgiving. It's my favorite holiday. It's the feast of
a thousand senses, so just eat, eat, eat, eat. 
~Hannah Hart
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